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Abstrat. In this paper the �rst preliminary results of the analysis

of marks olleted within the tables of META-NET series of Language

White Papers of CESAR projet languages are demonstrated. Although

they are preliminary results, we an onsider them useful for showing us

where real gaps in language resoures and tools an be deteted.

1 Introdution

This paper presents the �rst preliminary analysis of marks olleted

within the META-NET series of the Language White Papers (LWP)

onerning the languages involved in the CESAR projet [1℄. The CE-

SAR projet is part of the META-NET Network of Exellene and its

purpose is to provide the neessary input regarding the language re-

soures and language tools and/or servies for languages inluded in the

projet, namely, Bulgarian, Croatian, Hungarian, Polish, Serbian and

Slovak. Instead of produing another �vertial� survey of existing lan-

guage resoures and tools for eah language separately, we wanted to

turn our viewpoint into a �horizontal� diretion that would give us the

view on the situation within eah ategory for all CESAR languages, thus

pointing us to the area in whih the projet has to put more e�ort. The

paper is organised as follows: in the setion 2 we disuss the data soure,

in setion 3 the results for languages resoures are given and disussed,

in setion 4 we present the results for language tools and disuss them,

while the setion 5 gives the onlusion.

2 Colleting Data

The �rst soure of data for our analysis are the tables for individual

languages produed by the subjetive marks given for eah of prede�ned

ategories. Within the META-NET ampaign for produing Language

White Papers for 30 European languages in Spring 2011, a olletion of
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marks given by seleted national experts from the LRT �eld was pre-

pared in the form of tables. One an argue that this proedure is highly

dependent on the subjetivity of persons giving the marks, as well as on

the availability and reliability of the information for di�erent resoures,

but the META-NET olleting proedure requested that marks should

be given by several experts and then averaged. We an not investigate

whether this proedure was respeted ompletely � this was left to the

national representatives within the CESAR projet and META-NET as

a whole to hek � so we have taken over the olleted marks and did

the analysis for the CESAR languages. Also, a list of ategories ould be

speulated upon, but at this moment we have aepted them as they are

and we shall see whether this list will be submitted to any reshaping.

⋆

We have taken the marks from the tables of �rst, unpublished versions of

the respetive Language White Papers [2,3,4,5,6,7℄ and proessed them

in a manner that for eah given LRT ategory we alulated an average

of all marks.

⋆⋆

All averages were then mapped to a single spae where marks for eah

ategory were joined with the language identi�er. The same proedure

was applied for another type of alulation that inluded the overall

sum of all marks in an individual ategory instead of their average. As

omparison of data produed by these two methods yielded no signi�ant

di�erenes between the general shape of results in these two alulations,

we seleted only one of them � the average of marks. In the rest of the

paper all marks regarding individual languages are averaged in the way

desribed above. Having marks spread in this way we ould immediately

spot the ategories in whih most of the CESAR languages had very low

marks.

3 Results for Language Resoures

The results for language resoures were produed separately from the

language tools/tehnologies/appliations not just beause they desribe

di�erent phenomena or beause they have been represented by two dif-

ferent tables in Language White Papers, but also beause in this way

omparison of results between these two types of LT produts an be

performed. The results for language resoures an be seen at Table 1

and Fig 1. The numbers of ategories from the Table 1 are equal to the

numbers on the left side of the graphial representation of the table in

Fig 1.

⋆

In the �nal version of all META-NET Language White Papers, the overall method-

ology of olleting and merging marks was hanged. It was deided that the peer-

evaluation of the original �ne-grained ategories would not be pratial and feasible

to arry out at the META-NET ommunity level. Therefore the ategories were

merged and the further proess of evaluation and the �nal deisions at the META-

NET meeting in Berlin in 2011 were based on the summary ategories.

⋆⋆

Eah LRT ategory was originally marked (on a sale of 0 to 6) for quantity, avail-

ability, quality, overage, maturity, sustainability and adaptability. See the respetive

tables in Setion 4.6 of the individual LWP volumes.
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Table 1: Average marks for CESAR language resoures
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1. Referene Corpora 4.71 3.29 5.71 3.71 3.43 3.86 4.12

2. Syntax-Corpora (treebanks, dependeny

banks)

2.14 2.00 4.86 2.86 0.00 2.43 2.38

3. Semantis-Corpora 3.43 0.00 4.14 1.86 0.00 0.00 1.57

4. Disourse-Corpora 1.43 0.00 0.00 1.14 0.00 1.86 0.74

5. Parallel Corpora, Translation Memories 2.43 2.43 5.71 3.86 2.57 2.29 3.21

6. Speeh-Corpora (raw speeh data, la-

belled/annotated speeh data speeh

dialogue data)

2.29 3.00 2.57 1.86 2.86 2.86 2.57

7. Multimedia and multimodal data (text

data ombined with audio/video)

1.00 2.57 0.57 0.71 1.57 2.14 1.43

8. Language Models 1.57 0.00 4.71 1.29 2.29 2.71 2.10

9. Lexions, Terminologies 3.57 3.29 4.00 3.29 3.14 3.14 3.40

10. Grammars 2.57 0.00 4.29 2.86 0.71 2.00 2.07

11. Thesauri, WordNets 4.00 2.71 3.43 3.71 3.00 2.86 3.29

12. Ontologial Resoures for World Knowl-

edge (e.g. upper models, Linked Data)

2.00 0.00 2.43 1.86 0.71 0.00 1.17

Fig. 1: Graphial representation of Table 1

From the Table 1 and also from Fig 1 it is learly observable whih

ategory of LR are de�ient. The lowest overall average (0.74) is in
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Category 4 Disourse Corpora, but also below average mark 2.00 are

Category 3 Semantis-Corpora (1.57), Category 7 Multimedia and mul-

timodal data (1.43) and Category 12 Ontologial Resoures for World

Knowledge (1.17).

What is worth noting is the fat that in half of the ategories at least

one language has mark 0.00 and there are two ategories where three

languages have mark 0.00: Category 3 Semantis-Corpora and Category

4 Disourse-Corpora.

Also, a onsiderable disrepany between individual languages an be

notied in ertain ategories, e.g. in Category 3 Semantis-Corpora Bul-

garian, Hungarian and Polish have 3.43, 4.14, and 1.86 respetively while

Croatian, Serbian and Slovak have 0.00.

If we look at the ontents of these ategories then some very low marks

(e.g. Categories 3 and 4) are explainable by the status of under-resoured

languages as more languages exhibit 0.00 there. The opposite ase, when

only one language had mark 0.00 (e.g. Serbian in Category 2 Syntax Cor-

pora, or Croatian in Category 8 Language Models), an be interpreted

as signi�ant de�ieny in this type of resoure for this partiular lan-

guage. The reasons for this de�ieny ould be di�erent, starting from

researhers' preferenes in researh priorities, up to insu�ient national

funding for these resoures. However, it is a very good indiator that this

type of resoures should be developed in the near future for a partiu-

lar language. Suh �gures ould be helpful in argumentation for future

funding appliations.

Consistent results over all languages are visible in Categories 1 Referene

orpora, 5 Parallel orpora, 6 Speeh orpora, 9 Lexion, Terminologies,

and 11 Thesauri, WordNets. This leads to the onlusion that for these

types of resoures there are good representatives in respetive languages

and that they reahed ertain level of maturity. One ould argue that

this result is to be expeted sine these are basi language resoures and

usually development of LT for a ertain language starts with them. Also,

in some languages the LR&T ommunity goes bak to several deades

and in spite of usually poor funding from industry, they managed to

build basi resoures funded from other diretions.

4 Results for Language Tools

The results for language tools were produed separately from the lan-

guage resoures following the same proedure of averaging. The results

are given in Table 2 and Fig 2. The numbers of ategories from the Table

2 are equal to the numbers on the left side of the graphial representation

of the table in Fig 2.

The top view over the Table 2 and Fig. 2 an lead us to the general

observation that the number of lower grades is higher in the ase of

language tools ompared to language resoures for CESAR languages. It

is partiularly notieable by the number of marks 0.00, where there are

17 ells (21.79%) with that mark for language tools, while in language

resoures there were only 11 ells (15.28%).

For partiular ategories the lowest overall average (0.1) is in Category

5 Advaned Disourse Proessing, but also below average mark 1.00
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Table 2: Average marks for CESAR language tehnology

(Tools, Tehnologies, Appliations)
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1. Tokenization, Morphology (tokenization,

POS tagging, morphologial analy-

sis/generation)

4.00 3.57 4.00 4.57 4.29 3.00 3.90

2. Parsing (shallow or deep syntati anal-

ysis)

3.00 1.57 3.57 3.57 2.43 0.00 2.36

3. Sentene Semantis (WSD, argument

strutur, semanti roles)

2.43 1.14 1.57 2.14 0.00 0.00 1.21

4. Text Semantis (oreferene resolution,

ontext, pragmatis inferene)

1.43 0.00 1.29 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.62

5. Advaned Disourse Proessing (text

struture, oherene, rhetorial stru-

ture/RST, argumentative zoning, ar-

gumentation, text patterns, text types

et.)

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.10

6. Information Retrieval (text indexing,

multimedia IR, rosslingual IR)

2.00 2.29 0.86 3.29 2.43 2.29 2.19

7. Information Extration (named entity

reognition, event/relation extration,

opinion/sentiment reognition, text

mining/analytis)

2.29 2.43 5.57 2.57 2.14 1.71 2.79

8. Language Generation (sentene genera-

tion, report generation, text generation)

1.43 1.29 0.00 1.14 0.00 0.00 0.64

9. Summarization, Question Answering,

advaned Information Aess Tehnolo-

gies

1.86 0.29 0.00 1.29 0.71 1.71 0.98

10. Mahine Translation 2.29 0.71 4.86 3.29 0.71 1.86 2.29

11. Speeh Reognition 2.00 2.57 2.71 2.71 1.14 2.29 2.24

12. Speeh Synthesis 2.00 3.57 3.71 4.14 3.29 3.00 3.29

13. Dialogue Management (dialogue apa-

bilities and user modelling)

0.00 1.29 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.38

are Category 4 Text Semantis (0.62), Category 8 Language Genera-

tion (0.64), Category 9 Summarization. Question Answering. advaned

Information Aess Tehnologies (0.98) and Category 13 Dialogue Man-

agement (0.38). These numbers tell us that 38.46% of all ategories have

mark below 1.00 on the sale from 0 to 6 and this is very low.

Also in seven ategories (53.85%) at least one language has mark 0.00

and there are ategories where four or �ve languages have mark 0.000.

A onsiderable disrepany between individual languages an be notied

only in the Category 2 Parsing where Slovak has 0.00, while all other

languages have above 1.50, with the average of 2.36 for the whole at-

egory. In other ases there are marks zero for more than one language

or the overall average mark is below 1.00. This means that more lan-

guages have low marks for many language tools and this learly de�nes

the under-resoured status of CESAR languages regarding the neessary

language tools.

Consistent results over all languages are visible only in Categories 1 To-

kenization. Morphology, 7 Information Extration, and 12 Speeh syn-

thesis. Knowing that most of the languages in the CESAR projet do

have rather omplex in�etional and derivational morphology (e.g. noun
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Fig. 2: Graphial representation of Table 2

in�etion omplexity starts from Bulgarian where there are no ases, just

singular and plural wordforms, to other Slavi CESAR languages, having,

usually seven ases in singular and plural, up to the extremely omplex

Hungarian with about twenty ases in both numbers), it is no surprise

that the majority of e�orts of development of LT were onentrated pre-

viously in Category 1. Also, Category 7 Information Extration is the

next expeted �eld where the fundamental �ndings from Category 1 an

�nd their appliation, partiularly with the NERC systems that ould

more easily �nd their market nihe than other types of tools. Speeh

synthesis is also expeted in this bunh sine it is easier to start with

synthesis than speeh analysis and thus it is the usual diretion of devel-

opment in speeh proessing for a given language.

Like in the ase of language resoures, the deteted gaps are very good

indiators that this type of tools/servies should be developed in the near

future for a partiular language. The above �ndings ould be used as very

strong arguments in requests for additional funding at the national level.
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5 Conlusion and Future Diretions

We have just presented the �rst preliminary results of the analysis of

marks olleted within the tables of META-NET series of Language

White Papers for the languages of the CESAR projet. Although they

are preliminary results, we an onsider them useful for showing us where

real gaps in language resoures and tools an be deteted. Sine we were

aware that the CESAR languages are under-resoured ompared to e.g.

English or German, we were prepared for some low grades, but some

ategories had marks below any expetation.

The standard preproessing steps (tokenization, morphology, shallow

parsing et.) are more-or-less ompleted, but the more di�ult semantis

and disourse analysis need further researh. The higher the linguisti

proessing level the lower the sores are, as an be seen in the �rst �ve

rows of Table 2 (Tokenization. Morphology: 3.91, Parsing: 2.36, Sentene

Semantis: 1.21, Text Semantis: 0.62, Advaned Disourse Proessing:

0.10). This is justi�ed by the fat that syntax and semantis are more

di�ult to proess than morphology. The more semantis a tool takes

into aount, the more di�ult it is to �nd the right data and more

e�orts for supporting deep proessing are needed. Semanti tools and

resoures are sored very low. Thus, programs and initiatives are needed

to substantially boost this area both with regard to basi researh and

the development of annotated orpora.

One of the future diretions ould involve studying the disrepany be-

tween the existing tool and the non-existing resoure for a ombined

set of ategories that depend on eah other, e.g., in language resoures

Category 2 Syntax orpora and in language tools Category 2 Parsing.

Sine this �rst analysis was not done using any elaborated statistial in-

struments, but simply by omparison of averages of marks, it might hap-

pen that the results obtained by a proper statistial treatment (median,

standard deviation, hypothesis testing, et.) will be somewhat di�erent,

at least the possible bias in giving marks for ertain ategories and/or

languages ould be avoided.

Also, a set of ategories an be statistially veri�ed for their signi�ane

and this may lead to joining or disjoining of some ategories making the

grid for marking more dense or oarse.

It should be noted that, for reasons mentioned in Setion 2, the ate-

gories in the tables presented here and the ategories in the tables in

the �nal version of Language White Papers are not mutually ompara-

ble. However, we have shown that the more dense grid presented here

allowed the preise detetion of the weak spots in the development of

LRT for eah of CESAR languages.
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